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Global Corporate Venturing is both a monthly magazine and website written for the in-
house venture capital units of businesses.  The monthly magazine, due out the first Monday 
of each month, covers each economic sector in turn throughout the year to provide the 
most comprehensive data and analysis of companies’ activities in buying minority stakes in 
third-party businesses as well as the best comment from the most highly-regarded thinkers. 
The analysis centres on an exclusive ranking of the top corporate venturing units in each 
sector. 
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Foreword
“The oil and gas industry is increasingly becoming a water management industry. By 
2020, the industry will generate over 500 million barrels of produced water a day. With 
effective management this water can be a source of value, as disposal options become 
limited and environmental regulations tighten.” (GWI report: Water for Onshore Oil & 
Gas - Opportunities in produced water management, hydraulic fracturing & enhanced oil 
recovery)

The oil and gas industry urgently needs 
new technologies to solve its mounting 
water problems. A growing array 
of technologies and entrepreneurs 
are responding with innovative new 
solutions.  Venture capital – including 
the corporate venture capital funds 
established by ‘big oil’ and the ‘family 
offices’ of successful industrialists – is 
therefore seeking out water technology 
investment opportunities. 

What could possibly go wrong? This 
sounds like the perfect storm of need, 
innovation and capital. 

Yes, but when new water technology 
start-ups meet the oil and gas industry 
in all its vastness, conservatism 
and capital-intensity, you have a 
fascinating clash of business cultures, 
which needs to be overcome if 
innovation is to succeed and water 
problems are to be solved. Water-
tech investing and commercialisation 
is not straightforward. It is complex 
and requires patient and determined 
investors and entrepreneurs. 

This LEIF Brief, which is sponsored by 
Veolia, reports on water-tech start-ups 
that are raising capital to commercialise their technologies in the oil and gas industry. It 
also highlights the role of partnerships between innovators and larger, more established, 
companies in accelerating the adoption of new technologies. 

“It is in this area – helping innovators and their investors cross the ‘Valley of Death’ - that 
Veolia has a positive role to play in helping reduce the time and cost of bringing innovations 
to commercial reality,”  says Wayne Evans, Vice President Industrial Technology at Veolia.  

We thank Wayne and the Brief’s other contributors and interviewees, who are authoritative 
leaders in their respective fields.   

“It is in this area – 
helping innovators 
and their investors 
cross the ‘Valley of 
Death’ – that Veolia 
has a positive role to 
play in helping reduce 
the time and cost of 
bringing innovations to 
commercial reality.”
Wayne Evans, Vice 
President Industrial 
Technology, Veolia.
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Christopher Gasson is the publisher of Global Water Intelligence (GWI). This brief draws 
heavily on GWI’s authoritative data including the report ‘Water for Onshore Oil & Gas 
- Opportunities in produced water management, hydraulic fracturing & enhanced oil 
recovery’. GWI’s interest in water technologies in the oil and gas industry was underlined in 
early 2014 when it took over the Produced Water Society, a US-based organisation that has 
championed best water practice in the industry for the last twenty four years.  

Dr. Reinhard Huebner is Investment Manager at SKion GmbH, a Germany-based water-
focused investment company owned by the German industrialist Susanne Klatten. SKion’s 
emergence as a leading European water technology investor underlines the growing 
importance of ‘family offices’ with long term investment horizons. To invest in water, you 
have to have a long term outlook. 

Veronique Hervouet is Senior Vice President of 
Investments at Total Energy Ventures, one of the oil 
and gas industry’s most active corporate venture 
units. Total was among the happy shareholders in 
NanoH20, the Californian desalination technology 
business sold to LG earlier this year for $200m.   

This edition of the LEIF Brief for the first time 
champions the role of water technology in 
providing social and health benefits to the 
developing world. Haisham Ali of Aquiva Maldives, 
a social water business, explains how technology 
used commercially in the oil and gas field is 
providing affordable drinking water to off-grid 
island peoples. 

As with previous iterations of this report, we want 
to state that we are barely scratching the surface 
of the oil and gas industry. Each month we discover 
new water challenges in the nether regions of 
upstream and downstream oil and gas, in old 
exploration areas and new.  Only a few years ago, 
oil and gas companies did not want to talk about 
water. It was somebody else’s problem. Now ‘big 
oil’ is coming out and admitting it has a problem 
with water. 

“Water has been seen at best as an important 
utility, at worst as a waste stream for treatment and 

disposal at minimal cost,” says Wayne Evans. “For the first time, there is now a real sense 
that water is top of the agenda for the oil and gas companies and that change is on the 
way.”

This report highlights those who have innovative water solutions and ideas for the oil and 
gas industry. We hope you enjoy it. 

Tom Whitehouse, Chairman, LEIF   
Toby Lewis, Editor, Global Corporate Venturing

“For the first time, 
there is now a real 
sense that water is 
top of the agenda 
for the oil and gas 
companies and 
that change is on 
the way.”
Wayne Evans, 
Vice President 
Industrial 
Technology, Veolia



The oil and gas industry is 
increasingly becoming a water 
management industry. By 2020, 
the industry will generate over 
500 million barrels of produced 
water a day. With effective 
management this water can be 
a source of value, as disposal 
options become limited and 
environmental regulations 
tighten.

GWI report: Water for Onshore 
Oil & Gas - Opportunities in 
produced water management, 
hydraulic fracturing & enhanced 
oil recovery
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Executive Summary
This is a growth market 
GWI reports that the global market for water management solutions and services in the 
oil and gas industry is worth $37.9 billion in 2014. The market for water-tech is growing 
globally:1 
• North America – This region will experience 13.9% annual growth in capital expendi-

ture, making it the fastest growing region in the world. Continued expansion of SAGD 
production in Canada, and the booming development of tight oil resources in the US 
make this one of the most exciting areas for water technology providers.

• East Asia/Pacific – Coal seam gas in Australia accounts for most of the growth in this 
region, pushing total capital expenditure to $1.1 billion in 2020. Advanced treatment 
technologies, including reverse osmosis, are already being employed. Additional water 
treatment plants are already planned to cope with the produced water volumes from 
Australia’s CSG-to-LNG export projects.

• Middle East/North Africa – Projected increases in production in Iraq will require sub-
stantial investments in produced water treatment: expenditure is expected to reach $85 
million by 2020, with an annual growth rate of 8.2%. Maintaining production levels in 
the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries will require the more efficient manage-
ment of produced water. Expenditure across the Middle East/North Africa region is 
estimated to be $526 million in 2014.

Investment appetite for water-tech is therefore growing, boosted by a 
high profile ‘good exit’ for venture investors 
The sale of NanoH2O, a high efficiency desalination business that started life as a Stanford 
University spin-out, to South Korean conglomerate LG for $200m is a great confidence 
booster for the water-tech sector and a ‘good exit’ for its investors, who included Total 
Energy Ventures and BASF Venture Capital.  (Go to page 40 for an interview with Total 
Energy Ventures’ Veronique Hervouet).  

Desalination is hot 
The majority of investment activity is in desalination and its sister industries, brine 
concentration, evaporation and crystallisation. 

So is water-related chemical innovation 
Chemical innovators are raising capital. New chemicals can eliminate or reduce water use 
in oil and gas extraction. But this can lead to new water treatment challenges when these 
chemicals reappear in the flow-back water. 

And separation and recovery 
Separation, recovery and disposal technologies that can isolate and recover toxic and/or 
valuable materials and chemical from oil and gas industries’ waste water are also getting 
investor attention. 

1 GWI report: Water for Onshore Oil & Gas - Opportunities in produced water management, 
hydraulic fracturing & enhanced oil recovery
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Source: GWI

$37,900m
Oil & gas 

water management
(2014)

Water hauling services: $14,200m
  
Water disposal services: $16,400m 

Water treatment services: $3,860m 

Produced water treatment equipment: $3,420m  

Advanced treatment: $27m

$2,090m
Conventional 

production
(2014)

Oil-water separation: $1,500m
  
Solids removal/polishing: $565m 

$324m
Coalbed methane

(2014)

Oil-gas separation: $148m
  
Solids removal/polishing: $65m 

Advanced treatment: $111m 

$3,420m
Produced water

treatment equipment
(2014)

Oil-water separation: $157m
  
Solids removal/polishing: $35m 

Advanced treatment: $3m 

$195m
Shale gas/tight oil

(2014)

$814m
Heavy oil/bitumen

(2014)

Oil-water separation: $336m
  
Solids removal/polishing: $262m 

Advanced treatment: $216m 

Global oil and gas water management market, 2014
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Corporate venture capital and family office investors step up as main-
stream (i.e. non-specialist) financial venture capital retreats
The most active investors in water-tech are corporate venture capitalists (owned by service 
providers and end-users) and specialist family offices and financial venture capitalists. 
Mainstream financial venture capital is not a significant force in water-tech investing. 

Chinese coal-to-liquids and shale gas create new water-tech markets 
China’s determination to convert its abundant and cheap coal to more valuable liquids and 
/ or chemicals is creating a vast new market for water-tech, particularly in waste water 
recycling. Coal-to-liquids is very water-intensive, but China’s coal regions are very short of 
water. The same is true for its shale gas regions. 

Synthetic biology has huge potential long term significance
Early stage technologies that are exciting investor interest include synthetic biology 
applications where there is the potential to make water ‘work harder’ in oil and gas 
extraction or to replace it, and to treat waste water in new novel ways. 

Is Putin long on water-tech? 
The Russia-Ukraine conflict is causing a change of heart about shale exploration among 
some European governments. This could in turn provide a long term boost to water-tech. 
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“The oil and gas industry has always 
been seen as conservative in adopting 
new ways, characterised by the queue of 
companies wanting to be second, but the 
absence of any wanting to be first. Such 
an approach is hardly surprising given 
the magnitude of the risks. An unforeseen 
incident with a new technology can lead 
to catastrophic loss of life or damage to 
the environment, but the more common 
risks are associated with the failure of a 
new technique to deliver the promised 
performance or reliability.”

Wayne Evans, Vice President Industrial 
Technology, Veolia.
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Wayne Evans
VP - Industrial Technology
Veolia Water Technologies

Wayne Evans is a Chartered Engineer and a Fellow of the Institution of Chemical Engineers. He 
has spent most of his career with blue chip companies in the field of water treatment, covering 
the municipal, nuclear, food and beverage, chemicals and oil and gas industries. In his position 
as VP Industrial Technology at Veolia Water Technologies, Wayne manages the selection, 
industrialisation and commercialisation of innovative water technologies and services for the 
global industrial market.

Veolia Water Technologies, a subsidiary of Veolia, is a leading design & build company and a 
specialized provider of technological solutions and services in water treatment. With over 10,000 
employees in 54 countries, Veolia Water Technologies recorded revenue of €2.1bn in 2013. The 
company is a global leader in the municipal and industrial water treatment sectors.

www.veoliawaterst.com
www.via.veolia.com

http://www.veoliawaterst.com
http://www.via.veolia.com
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New Horizons, New Opportunities
Water is top of the agenda for the oil and gas companies and change is 
on the way 

Around 30 years ago, I was a young engineer working in the development of coal 
gasification technologies. The future of hydrocarbons looked very different at that time: 
by 2015 natural gas would be exhausted, oil production would be in decline and the 
world would once again be dependent on coal liquefaction and gasification to supply its 
hydrocarbon needs. Reality turned out to 
be rather different; it is gratifying to see 
the technologies pioneered in the eighties 
becoming reality today in the Chinese coal 
to liquids, coal to chemicals and coal to 
gas markets - known collectively as CTX, 
though that will be little comfort to those 
who invested in the technology at the 
time in the hope of quick returns. Is this 
an extraordinary example of the time the 
industry takes to adopt new technologies? 

In fact, it is quite the opposite. The 
incredible advances in exploration and 
production technologies made by the oil 
and gas industry meant that coal gasification 
simply became unnecessary. Developments 
such as 3D seismic analysis, wireline logging, 
deviation drilling and hydraulic fracturing 
have radically changed what is possible 
in exploration and production allowing 
replacement of reserves at a level that was 
unimaginable in the 1980s.

The industry has also changed in the technologies that are applied to water treatment, the 
reliance on de-oiling hydrocyclones, nanofiltration and reverse osmosis membranes being 
examples, but such changes have been fewer, perhaps because water has been seen at best 
as an important utility, at worst as a waste stream  for treatment and disposal at minimal 
cost. For the first time, there is now a real sense that water is top of the agenda for the oil 
and gas companies and that change is on the way, as highlighted elsewhere in this report.

If the operators 
are ready to adopt 
new ideas in water 
treatment, the question 
is whether they are 
ready to do so in 
timescales that make 
sense from an investor 
point of view.
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If the operators are ready to adopt new ideas in water treatment, the question is whether 
they are ready to do so in timescales that make sense from an investor point of view. The 
industry has always been seen as conservative in adopting new ways, characterised by the 
queue of companies wanting to be second, but the absence of any wanting to be first. Such 
an approach is hardly surprising given the magnitude of the risks. An unforeseen incident 
with a new technology can lead to catastrophic loss of life or damage to the environment, 

but the more common risks are associated 
with the failure of a new technique to 
deliver the promised performance or 
reliability. With the oil price hovering 
around $100/bbl, the consequences 
of a problem that stops 100,000 bpd 
production for 24 hours are obvious, with 
a prolonged stop being unthinkable. The 
reluctance of the oil and gas companies 
to rush into applying new technologies 
is understandable in this context, but it 
certainly requires patience from innovators 
and investors. It is in this area – helping 
innovators and their investors cross the 
‘Valley of Death’ - that Veolia has a positive 
role to play in helping reduce the time and 
cost of bringing innovations to commercial 
reality:

Veolia as an operator: Veolia has an 
increasing global presence as an operator 
of water treatment facilities associated 
with both the upstream oil and gas and 

downstream hydrocarbon industries. With its 150 year history as an operator of water 
treatment facilities, Veolia is able to deploy a great deal of expertise in evaluating new 
water treatment technologies, assessing the true risks and deploying the technologies 
where appropriate, an example being the deployment of Ceramem’s ceramic membranes 
in California shortly after Veolia acquired the business in 2008. This first large scale 
deployment of ceramic membranes in produced water treatment was made possible 
because Veolia carried the operational risk under a long term operating contract and had 
a clear understanding of the potential risks and a capability to address these risks prior to 
installation.

The reluctance of the 
oil and gas companies 
to rush into applying 
new technologies is 
understandable…, 
but it certainly 
requires patience 
from innovators and 
investors.
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Veolia as a technology partner: through its Water Technologies group, Veolia has the 
world’s largest portfolio of water treatment technologies for the oil and gas industry, but 
new horizons in the industry create new technology gaps. We seek to close those gaps 
by working with innovators to bring new technologies to the market under license. Our 
experience in introducing technologies to this industry, as well as our global market reach 
allows us to bring significant benefits by:

• Rapid evaluation of innovative technologies and their likelihood of bringing real returns 
with acceptable risks in an industry we understand.

• Capability to use our global market reach to find prospective sites where pilot trials can 
be undertaken. 

• Ability to use our engineering strength to provide design support of pilot and full scale 
installations where complex specifications have often  defeated small companies new to 
the industry.

• Capacity to integrate new technologies into a complete water treatment offering. Oil 
and gas operators do not usually look to buy individual items of equipment. They look 
for complete process solutions, often prefabricated for delivery to remote locations.

Veolia as an international business: our clients know that Veolia has a reputation to protect 
as a global leader in the environmental industry. They know that we will not walk away from 
problems and that Veolia will always be there. In effect, Veolia will always carry much of the 
risk of the technologies it employs. 

We can never promise the rapid returns achievable in the ICT sector, where the only risks 
are financial, but a partnership with Veolia gives innovators and investors in the industrial 
water sector a better chance of crossing Death Valley in time to enjoy the sweet water of 
success on the other side. 

Wayne Evans 
VP - Industrial Technology 
Veolia Water Technologies
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Veolia Water  
Partnership case studies

 

1. Miox Corporation 
Headquarters: Albuquerque, USA

Technology: On-site chemical generation technology

Partnership: Joint distribution agreement for downstream oil and gas water 
treatment, cooling tower water treatment, wastewater reuse and industrial 
water treatment. 

“This is an exciting development for Veolia,” said Nathalie Martin-Ionesco, 
Global Director of Hydrex (Veolia’s water treatment chemicals range). 
“MIOX technology brings a competitive edge to Veolia’s portfolio by 
effectively removing biofilm, reducing chemical usage and reducing carbon 
footprint.”

Investors: In June 2013, Miox announced a strategic investment from TEL 
Venture Capital, the corporate venture arm of Japanese semiconductor 
manufacturer Tokyo Electron Ltd.  The amount invested was not disclosed.  
TEL joins DCM, Sierra Ventures, Flywheel Ventures and Schlumberger 
Limited on the Miox shareholder registry.  

http://Miox.com
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Veolia Water  
Partnership case studies

 

1. Genesis Water
Headquarters: Denver, USA 

Technology: Rapid dewatering of dredged slurries or tailings at high 
throughputs, releasing clear water from a wide range of solids, immediately 
returning it to the waterway or industrial circuit. 

Partnership: Veolia has exclusive rights to promote Genesis technology in in 
the global mining sector as well as conferring approved vendor status in the 
oil sands market. The Genesis Water system was originally developed for 
the urban dredging market.

“The Genesis RDS [Rapid Dewater System] will introduce a new, sustainable 
approach that will lower the cost of tailings management for our clients,” 
said Chris Howell, Global Market Director Mining and Primary Metals for 
Veolia. 

Investors: Genesis Water is the main operating division of Colorado-based 
Joshua Water Technology, which raised $2m of fresh equity in October 
2012 from investors including the Impact Opportunities Fund to finance its 
near-term expansion plans.

2.

http://www.genesiswater.com
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Veolia Water  
Partnership case studies 

1. NanoH20 
Headquarters: California, USA

Technology: high efficiency desalination via nano-tech membranes

Partnership: NanoH2O had a partnership agreement with Veolia, which has 
supplied its membranes to two clients in the Americas, having first worked 
with NanoH2O to qualify the membranes by means of pilot plants in the 
Middle East, the Mediterranean and Australia.

Investors: Prior to its sale to LG in 2014, NanoH20 raised $40m from Total 
Energy Ventures, BASF Venture Capital, Khosla Ventures and others. 

3.

http://nanoh2o.com/
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Christopher Gasson
Publisher, Global Water Intelligence
Christopher Gasson is an authority on water finance and markets. After a degree in politics 
and economics at Oxford University, he worked as a financial journalist and in corporate 
finance, before acquiring Global Water Intelligence (GWI) in 2002. 

GWI aims to do two things for its readers:
• tell them where their next dollar is coming from by tracking major water projects 

around the world from conception to contract award
• discuss with them the emerging trends in the industry to help them formulate strategy 

in a rapidly changing world

It has made GWI the unchallenged leader in high-value business information for the water 
industry. 

www.globalwaterintel.com

http://www.globalwaterintel.com
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Water-tech migrates to Asia 
The water technology sector follows the migrations of money across the economy, and 
comes alive when growing water scarcity and the need for environmental protection 
interrupt that flow of money. Suddenly new solutions are needed and there is a window 
of opportunity for a new technology to break through. For example, the Milkwaukee 
cryptosporidium outbreak in 1993 rewrote the rules for drinking water treatment in the 
US, and created the opportunity for Andrew Benedek’s Zenon ultrafiltration membranes to 
breakthrough into the mainstream. Rapid economic growth in the energy economies of the 
Middle East, the resource boom in Australia, and coastal real estate expansion in Europe 

and America created the conditions for 
desalination related technologies such 
as isobaric energy devices and high 
performance membranes (NanoH2O) to 
accelerate their growth. More recently, 
high oil prices and the unconventional 
gas boom have thrown up opportunities 
for alternative brine concentration 
technologies such as membrane distillation 
(Memsys), forward osmosis (Oasys), and 
humidification-dehumidification (Gradient 
Technologies) to make the jump from the 
lab into the market place. 

So what is next? Where are the currents of 
money, scarcity and regulations conjuring up opportunities for new water technologies that 
didn’t exist before?

The focus has to be on Asia. From an environmental protection standpoint that is the next 
frontier. We have seen two decades of rapid economic growth, and until now very little 
effort to address the impact this has had on the environment. That is now changing. In 
March this year Chinese premier Li Kerqiang declared war on pollution, while Indian prime 
minister Narendra Modi has made ending open defecation a key part of his vision for the 
future of India. The focus of the wastewater treatment industry is likely to shift from Europe 
and America towards these new markets. The question is what kind of opportunities does 
this bring for new water technologies?

From a water 
perspective the greatest 
opportunity is probably 
in China’s energy 
strategy.
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The main priority in Li Kerqiang’s war on pollution is reducing smog, but addressing water 
pollution from the industrial sector is not far behind, and there is a link between air 
pollution control and wastewater treatment because flue gas desulphurisation using wet 
scrubbers creates a challenging wastewater. Historically, China’s regulatory system has 
incentivised pollution over compliance by industrial water users. China Water Risk, an NGO 
which monitors China’s water sector, calculates that the fines paid by a chemical company 
producing 1,000m3/d of untreated wastewater would be in the region of RMB3/m3 ($0.49), 
while the cost of compliance would be upwards of RMB7/m3 ($1.4). This perverse incentive 
to pollute means that industrial wastewater treatment has not attracted the same levels 
of investment as municipal wastewater treatment.  Industrial water pollution remains 
a significant and growing issue. A new Environmental Protection Law comes into effect 
in January 2015 which promises to incentivise 
regulatory compliance through larger fines and 
prison sentences for miscreants. This is potentially 
a game changer.

From a water perspective the greatest opportunity 
is probably in China’s energy strategy. Burning 
coal is one of the largest causes of air pollution in 
China, but demand for it in electricity generation is 
slackening. Instead China’s coal production is being 
re-routed towards meeting other demands such 
liquids fuels, natural gas and chemical feedstock. 
This industry, coal to liquids, coal to chemicals and 
coal to gas - known collectively as CTX – is one of 
the fastest growth markets in China. 

At the beginning of September 2014 Chinese 
state energy producer Sinopec announced it was 
moving ahead with a $10 billion coal to gas plant 
in Xinjiang province. It is one of more than 80 CTX 
projects currently on the drawing board in China. 
But there is a snag.

CTX plants are heavy water users. The direct liquefaction process for CTX requires 10 m3 of 
water for every tonne of oil produced, and up to 40 m3 for each tonne of olefin produced. 
At the other end this creates a difficult to treat wastewater complete with toxins such as 
mercury and selenium, high COD, chlorides which has a corrosive effect on any metals used 
in the treatment process as well as ions such as strongtium, barium and silicon which cause 
hardness problems for membrane treatment. 

Historically none of this would matter. There would be some small fines for non-compliance 
to the regulations and CTX producers could ignore the treatment issue. However the 
combination of growing official concerns about water scarcity and environmental protection 
mean that a growing number of these projects will require zero liquid discharge wastewater 
treatment systems. 

It is also a huge 
opportunity for 
investors looking 
for market out-
performance and 
a positive social 
and environmental 
impact.
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As things stand it is companies such as Veolia Water Technologies, Aquatech and GE Water 
which have evaporation and brine crystaliser technology which are in pole position to 
win ZLD contracts for Chinese CTX plants. The difficulty is that the corrosive nature of the 
wastewater means that high quality alloys need to be used, increasing the cost of systems 
by as much as 30% over the standard evaporators and crystallisers. This has created an 
opportunity for next generation of brine concentration technology companies such as 
memsys and Oasys to enter the market, but we may yet see other alternatives emerging. 
This could be an opportunity for a Chinese player to make a breakthrough. 

The opportunity is not just in China. CTX technology is a key part of a clean coal industry. 
Integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) plants can be coupled with carbon capture 
and storage to turn coal power into a green energy source. At the moment IGCC power 
plants are too expensive to build, but lower coal prices and tougher restrictions on 
conventional coal power could change the economics. As clean coal means dirty water, it 
creates an opportunity for advanced wastewater treatment. 

India is unlikely to become a significant market for CTX plants, but there should eventually 
be opportunities in treating wastewater from the flue-gas desulphurisation systems of the 
next generation of coal-fired power stations that are likely to follow Modi’s commitment to 
bring power to 400 million Indians who lack access to electricity.  
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In the short term the main opportunity in India is likely to be on the municipal wastewater 
side, but what happens there is likely to have broader implications for the way wastewater 
is managed in other countries and other sectors. It is too expensive to retrofit large urban 
areas with sewers to connect with all the toilets Modi wants to see built. Instead the trend 
will be towards decentralised systems and energy recovery. The Gates Foundation for 
example has developed a containerised system for sludge drying and electricity generation. 
Gates proposes to sell the units to companies which collect faecal sludge from septic tanks, 
creating an additional source of income for them from the electricity sales while at the 
same time reducing the health risk associated with human waste.  It could contribute to 
Modi’s ambitions for access to both improved sanitation and electricity supply. 

Containerised, pre-engineered decentralised systems supporting value recovery and 
remote monitoring and control are going to emerge as a central new business model for 
the wastewater sector both on the municipal side and the industrial side – particularly in 
Asia where wastewater collection systems have been left behind by industrialisation and 
urbanisation.  It is a big change from the existing model which relies heavily on centralised 
systems where the bulk of the value chain is captured in the engineering rather than the 
technology. It is also a huge opportunity for investors looking for market out-performance 
and a positive social and environmental impact. 

Christopher Gasson 
Publisher Global Water Intelligence
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T r a n s a c t i o n  r e p o r t :  
LEIF Chairman Tom Whitehouse

The billion dollar water-tech  
start-up?
 Best water-tech exit in 2014

Will we ever see a billion dollar water-tech start-up?  In the ICT sector, they’re all the 
rage.  Corporate venture capitalists and policy-makers drool and fret over how to find and 

cultivate the next Airbnb, Pinterest and Waze.  

But in water, the billion dollar start-up will be harder 
to come by. Patience is required. That’s because 
you can’t download water-tech. Notwithstanding 
brilliant innovation in software-enabled smart water 
grids, water remains, like energy, a stubbornly non-
digital and capital-intensive business.  

In comparison to ICT, growth in new water-tech 
businesses is inevitably slower, much slower. Many 
of the water-tech ‘start-ups’ in this report have been 
established for over a decade. In water-tech you’re 
still a start-up aged ten. In ICT, you’re ancient.

The water-tech company which has come closest to 
the billion dollar mark over the last decade is Zenon, 
a Canadian advanced membrane business sold to 
GE in 2006 for $656m. Established in 1980, it took 
26 years to reach annual revenues of more than 
$200m; slow, but impressive growth.

At the time of writing, the best water-tech exit in 
2014 is NanoH2O, a high efficiency desalination 
business which began life in 2005 as a humble 
Stanford University spin-out. The venture unit of 

French energy giant Total invested in the company in its development and growth stages 
and was among the happy shareholders when it was sold to the South Korean conglomerate 
LG in the spring of 2014 for $200m. Veolia was an early partner to NanoH2O, qualifying its 
membranes by means of pilot plants in the Middle East, the Mediterranean and Australia.

Many of the water-
tech ‘start-ups’ in 
this report have 
been established 
for over a decade. 
In water-tech 
you’re still a 
start-up aged ten. 
In ICT, you’re 
ancient.
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Oil and gas is one of the fastest growing markets for high efficiency desalination businesses 
like NanoH2O. So its impressive exit only increases water-tech’s focus on the oil and gas 
industry, which is seen as a high growth market compensating for the doldrums of municipal 
water. 

The water technology needs of the oil and gas majors are certainly growing as they move 
into more water scarce regions, expand into unconventional resources such as shale gas, 
oil sands, coal-to-X (which are much more water-intensive), and as new regulations are 
introduced on their treatment of waste water. 

The cost of finding water for use in extraction and for treating waste waters after extraction 
is increasingly determining the profitability of established oil and gas fields and the 
feasibility of new ones. Moreover, water is highly political. It has become the new stick 
with which non-governmental organisations and campaigners will try to hit the oil and gas 
industry.

“I can see that the oil and gas industry is going to be a lot more creative in the way in which 
it handles water in future, compared to the way it has in the past”, says Christopher Gasson, 
publisher of GWI. 

He adds: “Produced water volumes are rising, but the logistics of disposal are not becoming 
easier. The potential to increase production through altering the chemistry of the water 
used for flood is becoming more apparent. Growing water scarcity, together with the 
improved efficiency of water technologies, is making it more economic to consider 
beneficial uses of produced water. It seems inevitable that the creativity required in the oil 
and gas industry, together with the money available as a result of high energy prices, means 
that produced water is going to attract the best technology and talent from across the water 
sector in the coming years.”

But how will this translate into water-tech growth? Which of the water-tech companies 
listed in the transaction report below are the next Zenon or NanoH2O? Which could 
become the first billion dollar water-tech start-up? 
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Would you like some chemicals in your 
water-energy-nexus?
Chemical engineering start-ups to watch

Novel chemical 
technologies that 
reduce or eliminate 
water use are a 
growing area of 
innovation and 
investment.

company( HQ( technology(
institutional(
investors(

Corporate(
investors(

latest(fund8
raisings(

AQdot& UK& chemical&encapsulation&
technology&

Imperial&Innovations&
and&others&

& £1m,&2013&

Taxon&
Biosciences&

US& smart&microbes&to&reduce&water&
needs&in&oil&extraction&

Formation&8& BP,&
ConocoPhillips&&

$4.01m,&2013&

Oxane& US& novel&proppants&requiring&less&
water&

Energy&Ventures&and&
others&

ConocoPhillips,&
Chevron,&BP&
Ventures&

$100m&since&
2002&(last&round&
was&in&2012)&

Gasfrac& Canada&& waterless&fracking&with&LPG&gel&
technology&

quoted&on&the&TSX& & &

NXSolv& Canada&& waterless&bitumen&extraction&
with&tailored&solvents&&

Sustainable&
Development&Canada&

& $10m,&2011&

TouGas&
Oilfield&
Solutions&

Germany& Polymerisation&technology&for&
EOR&and&fracking&

Conduit&Ventures,&
Enertech&Holding&&

& amount&
undisclosed,&
2013&

&
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Put simply, water-tech innovation in oil and gas falls into two categories: 
• reducing the amount of water required in extraction to ‘flood’ oil or gas out (for 

example, by using chemicals instead of, or in addition to, water)
• treating the water that is produced as an unwanted by-product ahead of its disposal or 

reuse and recovering anything valuable 

That’s because water is both an extractive tool of the oil and gas industry and its biggest 
waste by-product. Huge volumes are required for extraction. Even larger volumes are then 
produced alongside the oil and gas, often with a mix of naturally-occurring pollutants 
alongside any chemicals and other compounds that went into the water before use. In fact, 
more water is almost always produced than oil and gas. GWI reports that “The ratio of 
produced water to oil production in mature fields is rapidly increasing. The decline in easily 
accessible oil means that wells that may once have been shut due to high volumes of water 
are now being kept in production. In Oman, for instance, the water to oil ratio increased 
from 6 to 24 between 2006 and 2013.”1

One way to increase the efficacy of water used in oil and gas extraction is to add chemicals. 
Chemical enhanced oil recovery is one of the fastest growing markets for the chemical 
majors.  Put simply, the cleverer the chemicals are at peeling away the oil and gas molecules 
from the reservoir walls, the less water is required to push the oil and gas out of the 
reservoir.  As more and more conventional oil and gas fields reach maturity – meaning they 
yield their valuable contents less readily – more and better chemicals are required.  

Novel chemical technologies that reduce or eliminate water use are a growing area of 
innovation and investment. Aqdot, a chemical encapsulation technology spun out of 
Cambridge University’s Chemistry Department, raised £1m at the end of last year in an A 
round led by Imperial Innovations (a pioneer in British university venturing).  Oil and gas is 
one of its target markets. 

Aqdot’s technology has the potential to activate chemicals at the time and place where 
they can work most effectively to extract oil or gas from a reservoir. This would reduce 
requirements for both chemicals and water because it would eliminate waste.   It’s a 
company being watched carefully by oil and gas corporate venture capital and could one 
day be an acquisition target for the large chemicals companies. 

1 GWI report: Water for Onshore Oil & Gas - Opportunities in produced water management, 
hydraulic fracturing & enhanced oil recovery

http://www.aqdot.com/
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Taxon Biosciences, a Californian microbe technology business whose investors include BP, 
is also working at a molecular level in the oil field. Its bespoke microbes can reduce the 
viscosity of heavy oils such as those found in Canada’s tar sands, thereby greatly reducing or 
potentially even eliminating the need for water in their extraction. Currently, extracting oil 
from tar sands is extremely water-intensive.  

There are several more mature chemical innovations businesses aimed at reducing the 
water needs in oil and gas extraction. Gasfrac, a Canadian business quoted on the Toronto 

Stock Exchange, provides waterless fracking 
thanks to LPG gel technology. 

Houston-based Oxane Materials has raised $100m 
over the last decade from a group of investors 
that includes the venture units of Conoco Phillips, 
BP and Chevron. Its nanotech-enabled ceramic 
proppants hold fracs open so that oil and gas can 
flow more easily, thereby reducing water needs. 

Calgary-based N-Solv Corp received $10m in 
funding in 2011 from Sustainable Development 
Technology Canada, a Canadian government-
backed entity, for the development of its bespoke 
solvents, which are used as an alternative to water 
in the extraction of oil from Canada’s oil sands. 
Typically, the oil sands are ‘mined’ using a highly 
water-intensive process called steam-assisted 
gravity drainage. N-Solv’s proprietary solvents 
release the oil from the sands without the need 

for steam.  N-Solv is being trialled by Canadian energy giant Suncor.  

TouGas Oilfield Solutions has raised an undisclosed sum from Conduit Ventures and 
Enertech Holding (which is backed by the Kuwait Investment Authority) to commercialise its 
polymerisation technology which reduceds the consumption of fresh water in fracking. 

And there’s not a large chemicals company in the world for which oil and gas is not a vast 
and top priority market. BASF Venture Capital (which invested in NanoH2O) is just one of 
the many chemicals corporate venture capitalists watching the water-chemicals-energy 
nexus very closely.

There’s not a 
large chemicals 
company in the 
world for which 
oil and gas is not 
a vast and top 
priority market.

http://www.taxon.com/
http://www.gasfrac.com/
http://www.oxanematerials.com/index.php
http://www.n-solv.com
http://TouGas-oil.com
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But what goes in must come out 
Separation start-ups to watch

While chemicals can solve or reduce some water problems, they can also create others. 
Chemicals and compounds injected into oil or gas wells will reappear mixed into the 
‘flowback’ water, adding to the already complex challenge of produced water treatment. 

“The separation and recovery of viscosified polymer-rich produced waters is a huge 
challenge for the oil and gas industry,” says Wayne Evans of Veolia Water Technologies. 
“We are actively trying to source such technologies. I know the same is true of every other 
serious water technology business that serves the oil and gas industry.” 

  

The separation and 
recovery of added 
and naturally-
occurring chemicals 
and other compounds 
in produced water is 
driven by two factors; 
regulation and value.
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The separation and recovery of added and naturally-occurring chemicals and other 
compounds in produced water is driven by two factors; regulation and value. In the majority 
of jurisdictions where the oil and gas industries operate, regulations on water discharge are 
tightening. Where oil and gas waste water contains valuable compounds there is a simple 
commercial incentive to separate and capture them.  

Water-tech start-ups that are capitalising on these trends include Therma-Flite, a US 
separation technology company and Evodos, a Dutch high efficiency centrifuge company.

Therma-Flite  raised $7.5m in November 2014 from Canadian specialist water investor 
XPV Capital. Evodos raised an undisclosed sum in 2012 from the German venture capital 
fund e-capital and SKion, a family office investment vehicle owned by German billionaire 
industrial Susanne Klatten. 

Using a thermal desorption technology, Therma-Flite separates and recovers the water, 
diesel and oil from oil and gas sludge, which can then be resold or reused.  

Initially focused on the algae industry, Evodos was brought into the North American and 
Middle Eastern oil and gas industry because of its technology’s ability to separate liquids 
from liquids. 

“[Evodos] first commercialized its Spiral Plate Technology in the algae industry where it 
de-waters algae particularly efficiently,” explains Dr Reinhard Huebner, SKion investment 
director. “But they have been drawn into the oil and gas industry because their Dynamic 
Settlers enable energy-efficient liquid-liquid separation and fine particle removal.  There 
are numerous applications for their product in the oil and gas space.”  (See page 36 for full 
interview with Reinhard Huebner). 

Soiltech is a Norwegian start-up with a proprietary cuttings treatment technology that is 
backed by Statoil Technology Invest. Statoil has invested in the company in order to exceed 
the offshore water discharge obligations set by the International Maritime Organisation. 

MIOX Corporation is a US-based company that generates on-site chemicals for water 
disinfection. In June 2013, Miox announced a strategic investment from TEL Venture Capital, 
the corporate venture arm of Japanese semiconductor manufacturer Tokyo Electron Ltd.  
The amount invested was not disclosed.  TEL joins DCM, Sierra Ventures, Flywheel Ventures 
and Schlumberger Limited on the Miox shareholder registry. 

http://therma-flite.com/
http://www.evodos.eu/
http://mgssoiltech.com/index.php/services-products/product-2
http://MIOX.com
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A little less salt please
Desalination start-ups to watch

Desalination*start,ups*to*
watch*!

! ! ! !

company*! HQ! technology*!
institutional*
investors*!

corporate*
venture*
investors!

latest*fund,
raisings!

Saltworks! Canada!
purification,!desalination,!and!brine!
treatment!systems!

n/a!
ConocoPhilips,!
Cenovus,!Teck!!

amount!

undisclosed,!
2014!

Evatherm! Switzerland!evapoCcristalization!technology!! Suez!
!

amount!

undisclosed,!

2014!

Klaren!
International! Holland! selfCcleaning!heat!exchangers!

!

Bilfinger!

amount!

undisclosed,!
2014!

Oasys! US! Forward!osmosis!brine!concentration!!

Flagship!

Ventures! Beijing!Woteer!$15m,!2013!

Voltea! Holland! electroCchemical!desalination!! Rabo!Ventures!!

Pentair,!

Unilever!

Ventures!! €4.5m,!2012!

Gradiant! US!
Desalination!through!carrier!gas!
extraction!!

privately!
funded!

! !

memsys! Germany!!
Vacuum!multiCeffect!membrane!
distillation! Skagen!

!

2011,!
undisclosed!

Filterboxx! Canada!!
modular!tar!sands!waste!water!
treatment!

XPV!Capital,!
Enertech!

!

2014!$14.7m!!

TMW!

Technologies!! France!

evaporatorCconcentrator!technology,!

desalination!! Eren!

!

€2m,!2014!

Desalitech! US!/!Israel! closed!circuit!desalination!!

Liberation!!
Capital!!

and!others! ! $13m,!2013!

High!Voltage!
Water!! Holland! electro!spray!water!desalination! Icos!Capital!!

!

amount!

undisclosed,!
2013!

Medad! Singapore!!
energy!recovery!desalination!through!
hybridized!adsorption!

privately!
funded!

! !

CryoDesalination!US! freeze!desalination!
privately!
funded!

! !

Advanced!Water!

Recovery!! US! chemical!desalination!

Black!Canyon!

Equity!
!

amount!

undisclosed,!

2013!

Trevi!Systems!! US! solarCpowered!forward!osmosis!!

privately!

funded!
! !!
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“Produced water is as varied as the geology of our planet. It is drawn from far, far greater 
depths than potable groundwater for public supply,” says Christopher Gasson, publisher 
of Global Water Intelligence. “It is contaminated in elaborate and unexpected ways. No 
two samples are the same, and even the same sample can exhibit different characteristics 

between the time it is taken from the oil field, 
and the time it is subjected to analysis in the 
laboratory.” 

Produced water is certainly varied and complex, 
but you can usually be sure of one thing: it either 
contains a lot of salt or a hell a lot of salt. This is 
true of produced water across conventional and 
unconventional oil and gas, and in all regions of 
exploration. There are typically restrictions on the 
discharge or disposal of high salinity water and it 
cannot be re-used without dilution. Robust and 
inexpensive desalination (desal) technologies are 
therefore top of the oil and gas industry’s water-
tech shopping list. 

Shortly before and after the sale of NanoH2O, the 
low energy desal former Stanford spin-out, there 
has been a flurry of investments in desalination 
and its sister technologies, brine concentration, 
evaporation and crystalisation. 

It’s a hot sector
Degremont, a subsidiary of Suez Environnement, announced in August 2014 that it had 
“taken shares” in Evatherm, a Swiss engineering company specialised in evaporation and 
crystallization technologies. The two companies say they have a common goal to “deliver 
high value-added solutions to the oil and gas, chemical, power and mining industries.”

In May 2014, Saltworks, the Vancouver-based desalination and chemical recovery business, 
announced that the US oil and gas major ConocoPhillips had joined Canada’s Teck Resources 
and Cenovus as the company’s third corporate venture capital investor. 

In an interview with Global Water Intelligence, Saltworks CEO Ben Sparrow said that 
ConocoPhillips invested because it “wanted robust, reliable technology for their businesses 
and they’re happy to see us sell widely in oil and gas and mining because owning water 
technology is not part of their fundamental business.” 

Produced water 
is certainly varied 
and complex, but 
you can usually be 
sure of one thing: 
it either contains a 
lot of salt or a hell 
a lot of salt.

http://wvw.evatherm.com/
http://saltworkstech.com/
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In April 2014 venture capital unit of German engineering giant Bilfinger announced that 
it has led the Series A financing round of Klaren International, the Netherlands-based 
evaporator technology company. Klaren has developed and is commercializing a proprietary 
self-cleaning heat exchanger technology that can be used in thermal seawater desalination 
and produced water brine concentration applications. Klaren also announced that it has 
signed a joint cooperation with Bilfinger Deutsche Babcock Middle East to market its MSF/
Fluidized Bed Evaporator (FBE) technology in the Middle East region.

At the end of 2013, Massachusetts-based forward osmosis (FO) specialist Oasys Water 
raised $15 million in a Series B funding round, led by Chinese engineering, procurement and 
construction firm Beijing Woteer. The company later announced that it had signed a two-
year licensing agreement with US oilfield services company National Oilwell Varco (NOV).   
NOV will hold exclusive rights to use Oasys’ pre-treatment system and FO-based brine 
concentrator for all upstream oil and gas applications – including the treatment of flowback 
and produced water at fracking sites.

2013 also saw EREN SA, a Paris-based investment vehicle founded by Pâris Mouratoglou, 
invest €2m in French evaporator technology business TMW Technologies.   

Pentair Inc joined Unilever Ventures and Rabo Ventures as an investor in Voltea, the Dutch 
electro-chemical desalination technology company, in a $4.5m round in 2012. 

Desalitech, a US-based, Israel-born, closed circuit desalination technology announced a $13 
million fund-raising from Liberation Capital and other investors. 

Memsys, the Singaporean-German membrane distillation technology, announced new 
licensing agreements with Dwiputra Sumber Sukses PT, an Indonesian engineering 
services business, to pursue seawater desalination for remote islands and communities 
and brine concentration for targeted industrial applications. It announced also a pilot trial 
arrangement for a coal-to-chemical (CTX) project in China with Horizon Environmental 
Technology Ltd, a leading water and wastewater technology company.

Gradiant Corporation, a US carrier gas extraction technology, was awarded “Industrial Water 
Project of the Year” by Global Water Intelligence, for its work on shale explorer Pioneer’s 
water recycling plant in Texas. 

Earlier stage technologies raising funding include High Voltage Water, a spin-out of the 
Dutch research institute Wetsus, and Advanced Water Recovery, a US chemical desal 
technology which won the 2014 ‘Technology Idol’ award from Global Water Intelligence. 

http://www.klarenbv.com/
http://www.oasyswater.com
http://www.tmw-technologies.com/
http://www.voltea.com/
http://desalitech.com/
http://www.memsys.eu/
http://gradiant.com
http://www.highvoltagewater.com
http://www.advancedwaterrecovery.com
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High Voltage Water raised an undisclosed sum from Dutch VC Icos Capital for the 
development of its ‘electro-spray’ technology for markets which include wastewater 
treatment, oil and gas, and drying processes. Advanced Water Recovery, a chemically-
induced desalination technology, was backed by the US private equity investor Black Canyon 
Equity in 2013.   

Other early stage start-ups with novel desalination 
technologies include CryoDesalination, Medad and 
Trevi Systems. Cryodesalination is based in the US 
and desalinates through freezing. Medad is based 
in Singapore and is focused on energy recovery 
desalination system based on hybridized adsorption 
technology. Trevi Systems is a US-based solar-driven 
forward osmosis technology.  

The technologies mentioned here all promise 
significant improvements on the ‘industry standard’ 
desalination technology of reverse osmosis (RO), 
which has been a hugely disruptive innovation in 
desalination markets over the last thirty years. 
Incremental improvements in RO often centre on 
the membrane through which produced water 
is pushed in order to remove salt and other 
impurities. There is very broad array of new 
membrane technologies in development from most 
of the large water service businesses. Start-ups 
focused on new membrane technologies include 
Houston-based Lance Energy Services, which is 

backed by ConocoPhillips and which uses nanotechnology to make its ceramic membranes 
more organophobic, i.e. more capable of dealing with the severe gunk in produced water. 
Lance raised an undisclosed sum from ConocoPhillips in 2013. Another company focused 
on innovation in ceramic membrane technology is Canada-based Filterboxx, which raised 
$14.7m in 2014 from investors that included its current shareholder XPV Capital, the 
Canadian specialist water investor. 

Switch it off at source 
Something that oil and gas companies would all love to do is to simply reduce the 
volumes of produced water they have to desalinate. This is the basic idea behind Inflow 
Control, a Norwegian technology business run by a former Statoil executive that raised an 
undisclosed sum from Saudi Aramco Energy Ventures in 2013.  Water is less viscous than 
oil, which means that in maturing oil fields sooner or later more water is produced than 
oil. Inflow Control’s innovation is to “almost completely” switch off the water production 
with its proprietary Autonomous Inflow Control Valve, while leaving the production of oil 
unaffected. 

Robust and 
inexpensive 
desalination 
(desal) 
technologies are 
therefore top of 
the oil and gas 
industry’s water-
tech shopping list.

http://www.advancedwaterrecovery.com
http://www.advancedwaterrecovery.com
http://cryodesalination.com/
http://www.medad-tech.com/
http://trevisystems.com/
http://www.lance-energy.com
http://www.filterboxx.com/
http://www.inflowcontrol.no/
http://www.inflowcontrol.no/
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Black gold, wet investors 
Big oil corporate venture capital

To invest in water-tech, you have to be patient and have the deep pockets required to 
sustain investments over a longer period than would be required in typical venture capital 
(4 - 8 years, not 2 - 4). 

‘Big oil’ certainly has deep pockets, but is big oil corporate venture capital here for the 
long term? Or is corporate venture capital merely a new fashion that will be discarded by 
succeeding oil and gas CEOs at the next turn of the economic cycle? Can the venture units 
of the oil and gas industry by seen as reliable partners for water-tech companies? These 
are the questions typically asked by water-tech businesses that need to raise capital. Big oil 
venture capital has some positive answers. 

“For water-related innovations, (Total’s) most likely type of support would be R&D, pilot 
testing, supply agreement, depending on the maturity of the solution,” says Veronique 
Hervouet, Senior VP, Investments, Total Energy Ventures. “Total will also open its networks 
to access in house technical/industrial/HSE/market expertise as well as partners, customers, 
talents, funding.” (See interview with Veronique Hervouet on page 40).

Big$oil$corporate$venture$
capital$

$ $ $ $
name$ HQ$

date$
established$ water8related$investments$include$

ConocoPhillips+Technology+
Ventures+ US+ 2011+

Saltworks,+Lance+Energy+Services,+Taxon+
Biosciences,+Oxane+Materials+and+others+

Chevron+Technology+Ventures+ US+ 1984+ Oxane+Materials,+Soane+Energy++

BP+Ventures+ UK+ 2006+ Oxane+Materials,+Taxon+Biosciences+

Total+Energy+Ventures+ France+ 2002+ NanoH2O+(exited+investment)+

Statoil+Technology+Invest+ Norway+ 2000+ Soiltech,+Resman,+Silixa+

Shell+Technology+Ventures++
UK,+
Holland+ 2013+ Glasspoint+Solar++

Saudi+Aramco+Energy+Ventures+
Saudi+
Arabia+ 2012+ Zilift,+Inflow+Control+

+
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What’s not to like? 
“I am sceptical as to whether or not corporate VCs are able to speed up the decision making 
processes in their big parent companies in favour of a technology they have invested in,” 
says Dr Reinhard Huebner, Investment Manager at the German family office SKion GmbH. 
“And despite the talk of solidarity on water issues from the oil and gas industry, I think 
that there would still be a reluctance to use a technology which has been invested in by 
a competitor’s corporate VC.” (See interview with SKion investment director Reinhard 

Huebner on page 36).

The jury is still out on whether corporate venture 
capital can deliver for water-tech, though the 
early signs are encouraging.  There are several 
examples of corporate venture capitalists from 
the oil and gas industry co-investing in technology 
businesses. But there are also examples of oil 
companies developing proprietary technologies 
for their own use.  Water-tech start-ups should 
remember that corporate VCs are not a uniform 
group. 

Family offices take the plunge 
Another investor group that fits the bill for 
water-tech is family office investors. SKion, the 
family office of German billionaire industrialist 
Susanne Klatten, is increasingly active in water 
markets. EREN SA, the Paris-based investment 
vehicle built on the wealth of entrepreneur Paris 

Mouratoglou, has made two investments in water in the last two years, sludge specialist 
Orege and the evaporator business TMW Technologies (both companies are based in 
France). Mouratoglou made his fortune in renewable power, developing the company 
that would later become EDF Renewables. RWL Water, a US-based water technology and 
service business, was funded by the Lauder family, which made its wealth in cosmetics. 
RWL has quickly established a water business across several industries including oil and gas 
through acquisition and investment. Other families are being drawn to water-tech investing 
because it requires long term commitment and, in some cases, because it creates a positive 
environmental legacy.

The jury is still 
out on whether 
corporate venture 
capital can 
deliver for water-
tech, though the 
early signs are 
encouraging.

www.skion.de
http://eren-groupe.com/en/
www.orege.com/en
http://uk.tmw-technologies.com/
http://www.edf-re.com/
http://www.rwlwater.com/
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Specialist financial venture capital 
Since the financial crisis of 2008, financial venture capital has mostly withdrawn from water-
tech investing. There are some exceptions. In February 2014, XPV Capital, the Toronto-based 
specialist water investor, announced it had raised $250m for its second fund, bringing its 
total funds under management to over $400m. XPV’s investment team draws on water 
industry veterans. Its managing director John Coburn was one of the first employees 
of Zenon. XPV Capital’s portfolio includes companies serving the oil and gas industry, 
particularly in Canada and North America. 

Emerald Technology Ventures, the Switzerland-based cleantech investment company, is 
a hybrid financial and corporate venture capitalist. It invests for financial returns like any 
other financial VC, but its third venture fund, which had a second close in 2013 and is 
reportedly on target to reach €100m, is backed by large corporations that have a strategic 
interest in water such as Evonik, Mahle, Suncor Energy, SK Group and ABB. 

“We strongly believe that investing in funds provides corporates with many upsides, for 
example strategic intelligence, finding new business partners or acquisition targets, at 
relatively low cost,” says Helge Daebel, Emerald investment director specialising in water. 

www.xpvcapital.com
http://www.emerald-ventures.com/aboutus.aspx
www.evonik.com
https://www.mahle.com
www.suncor.com
www.sk.com
www.abb.com
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Investor Profiles

Reinhard Huebner 
Investment Manager, 
SKion GmbH
SKion GmbH is a Germany-based investment company owned 
by the German billionaire industrialist Susanne Klatten, whose 
family are the largest shareholders in BMW. In addition to a 
portfolio of industrial businesses including Altana Chemicals 
and SGL Carbon, SKion is increasingly investing in water 
service and technology businesses. 

SKion is a strategic investor with a long-term investment 
horizon. Unlike financial or corporate venture capitalists, 
SKion typically does not intend to exit its investment via a 
trade sale or market flotation. 

Its water investments include:
• Paques (minority investment): Dutch market leader in industrial anaerobic treatment, 

biological gas desulphurization

• EnviroChemie (majority investment): German full solution provider for industrial 
process and waste water treatment

• Miranda (minority investment): Turkish decentralised waste water treatment 
technology

• Evodos (minority investment): Dutch manufacturer of advanced separation equipment

• Eliquo Water Group (majority investment): German municipal water and waste water 
EPC company 

• Pyreg (minority investment): German technology company for carbonization of sewage 
sludge and biomass

The oil and gas industries are seen by SKion as a growth market for water technology and 
service companies. The US, Canada and China are seen as particularly strong.

www.skion.de
http://en.paques.nl/
www.envirochemie.com/
http://www.miranda-tr.com/en
www.evodos.eu
www.eliquowater.com
http://www.pyreg.de/home-en.html
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1. How focused are SKion and its water portfolio on the oil and gas 
sector(s)?  How significant are these markets to you today?  Do you 
expect their significance to grow? 

None of our water investments are focused exclusively on water in the oil and gas 
industries, but all are exposed to these industries’ water issues in some way because they 
are so vast. Having said that, Evodos, a Dutch high efficiency centrifuge technology business 
we invested in, is very active in the oil and gas industry in North America and the Middle 
East. It first commercialized its Spiral Plate Technology in the algae industry where it de-
waters algae particularly efficiently. But they have been drawn into the oil and gas industry 
because their Dynamic Settlers enable energy-efficient liquid-liquid separation and fine 
particle removal.  There are numerous applications for their product in the oil and gas 
space.  

Overall, we will continue to invest in the water technology sector and are currently actively 
looking at water investment opportunities in South East Asia and North America. These 
won’t be in companies that only work in the oil and gas industries, but in the broader 
industrial water markets which certainly includes oil and gas. 

2. What is your experience of the water problems of oil and gas 
industries in different parts of the world? 

In the US the low gas prices are making it difficult for new “high-end” water technologies 
to get into the market.  Water technologies to treat flow back water have to be both highly 
robust and competitive with conventional technologies or alternative disposal options 
such as trucking the waste water and injecting it in disposal wells. This is challenging. But 
I am sure that going forward, there will be an increasing need for technical solutions both 
because of water scarcity but also because of environmental concerns. This can already be 
seen in Canada, where exploration companies face more stringent regulations. 

In China, to an even larger extent the market dynamics are set by water scarcity. The 
areas of China where coal and shale gas are available are typically very short on water. In 
addition, coal to liquids processes employed there are water intensive. As a consequence, 
water efficiency and waste water recycling are of vital importance.  I think China is a part 
of the world which has the need and the readiness to try new technologies. I know that 
technology companies have concerns about IP protection in China, which is understandable 
to a certain degree. But I find China a good place to do business. For example, Chinese 
customers are willing to give new technologies a chance and the unavoidable technical 
problems in getting a new technology to work in a large-scale installation are solved in an 
amicable way between vendor and customer and not in court. 
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1. What are the particular challenges of commercialising water-
tech that is focused on the oil and gas industries (and other giant 
conservative industries)?  What are the right investment strategies 
for this industry? 

We know from our portfolio companies’ experiences that oil and gas customers have very 
high engineering requirements and especially the big oil companies also very exacting 
decision-making processes. For smaller technology providers this is difficult to deal with. 
It takes a long time to get into business in the industry and especially with the major oil 
companies directly. Therefore, it may be better for a new technology business to work 
with mid-sized service providers that are hungry for new business and can help with the 
engineering standards of the industry. 

It is however also possible to work with the big oil companies directly. This is what 
Paques did. Its biological de-sulphurisation technology was initially developed for biogas 
applications and allows recovery of elemental sulphur that can for example be used in 
agriculture. Then, together with Shell they developed the technology for natural gas 
applications. Today, they have a joint venture with Shell called Paqell that sells these 
systems in the oil and gas industry. 

Another challenge is raising money for a new water technology business. Normal venture 
capitalists can have a time horizon that is too short for the water industry. Corporate 
venture capital (e.g. backed by the big oil companies) could in theory be better positioned. 
They often have a longer time horizon and can provide their portfolio companies with 
access to customers. But I am sceptical as to whether or not corporate VCs are able to speed 
up the decision making processes in their big parent companies in favour of a technology 
they have invested in. And despite the talk of solidarity on water issues from the oil and gas 
industry, I think that there would still be a reluctance to use a technology which has been 
invested in by a competitor’s corporate VC. 

From an investor’s point of view, I see the ambition of early stage companies in the industry 
to follow the fast growth model as a real problem. This approach requires a lot of money 
and thus a high valuation to avoid a strong dilution of the founders. Looking back at targets 
we looked at years ago, I have almost never seen the fast growth actually happen. SKion 
does not accept the very high valuations sought by some water technology companies, 
particularly in North America. Such valuations only work out when there is the prospect of a 
high price on exit which is in conflict with our long-term investment strategy. 

3.
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1. What water technologies hold most promise for solving water 
problems of the oil and gas industries? Or to put it differently, where 
are technology break-throughs most required? 

Separation technologies have great potential when they can isolate and capture valuable 
materials. For example, Evodos can recover drilling fluids so that they can be reused. This 
turns waste water treatment into a money-making exercise as well as an environmental 
one. Also, hydrocarbon recovery from the produced water streams probably has room for 
further improvement.

There also is a strong need for lower energy desalination and brine concentration / zero 
liquid discharges solutions such as membrane distillation, evaporation and crystallisation. 
These technologies allow for a maximum water recycling and safe disposal of contaminants 
but they are energy-intensive and expensive. 

From a technology point of view, I can also imagine that there still is potential in electro-
chemical processes e.g., for separation (capacitative dionisation, electro-coagulation…) or 
on-site generation of disinfectants. Also, photocatalytic processes are in their early stages in 
the water industry.  

Pretty much every water recycling system requires membranes. However, to me it seems as 
if innovation in this area is getting more and more incremental and a young company with a 
novel technology will have a hard time to reach the size needed for manufacturing to scale. 

We should also not forget that until today we only understand a small fraction of all the 
biological processes going on in waste water treatment.  Chances are pretty good that there 
are organisms out there that can solve many problems biologically that we today use other 
technologies for. 

4.
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Investor Profiles

Véronique Hervouet 
Senior VP, Investments,  
Total Energy Ventures
Total Energy Ventures (TEV) is the corporate venture arm of 
French oil and gas major Total. Its investments support the 
development of companies with innovative technologies 
and business models in areas such as energy efficiency, 
energy storage, smart grid, renewable and alternative 
energies, industrial water, gas monetization, waste upcycling, 
greenhouse gas reduction, oil and  gas, sustainable mobility. 
Initiated in 2008, it has performed 18 investments (as of 
October 1st 2014), including 15 direct investments.

1. How focused is Total Energy Ventures on water-tech?
We have been actively looking into this sector for several years, reviewing over 150 
prospects, including a dozen with in depth evaluation. Our water deal flow remains very 
active, as the challenges associated with water production and usage are stimulating many 
entrepreneurial initiatives to bring innovative solutions. TEV’s first water deal is NanoH2O, 
with investment in series C in the spring 2012. It is also our first exit, earlier this year with 
the sale to LG Chemicals. We are currently reviewing several water opportunities.

2. How does Total’s water-tech needs differ from region to region, 
between sectors (unconventional and conventional) and from 
upstream to downstream?

Indeed, water is a global topic with very local specificities across geographies. Key 
challenges are water availability and more stringent regulations. All activities of Total 
are faced with water-related issues (exploration and production, refining, chemicals, , 
marketing and new energies) , but with very different situations. Main challenges are to 
design and operate water solutions to handle more complex water streams (with high 
variation of flow, composition and concentration) to meet more severe specifications 
while minimizing fresh water uptake in the natural environment, energy consumption and 
wastes disposal. From a technology view point, it is very much a tool box approach to tailor 
solutions to specific needs. The tool box encompasses conventional physical, chemical, and 
biological treatments, with emerging novel processes, equipment and new combinations of 
equipment and processes. The trend is clearly to enlarge the tool box and develop system 
engineering capability. There is also interesting activity in water analytics and sensors, to 
improve overall efficiency and reliability of water related operations.

http://www.total.com/en
http://www.nanoh2o.com/
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1. What are the particular challenges of commercialising water-
tech that is focused on the oil and gas industries (and other giant 
conservative industries)? What are the right investment strategies 
for this industry?

As in other capital intensive industries, whose billion dollars assets are expected to operate 
without compromising safety and reliability, innovations must bring clearly measurable 
and proven added value without compromising safety and reliability. Hence for technology 
developers and marketers, it is critically important to understand the specific requirements 
of the overall industrial environment in which their innovation is expected to be deployed. 
Innovators’ ambitions should be to solve serious pain points while minimizing initial 
disruption for oil and gas operators, to gain acceptance and market traction. Another critical 
aspect to take into account is to understand how the different actors involved along the 
value chain (OEM, system integrator/water solution designer, EPC, operator, asset owner...) 
will manage their respective risk/reward exposure to the innovation.

2. How does Total work with Total Energy Ventures’ portfolio 
companies? How does it help them commercialise?

Each portfolio company is different and calls for tailored support, ranging from R&D 
collaboration, pilot testing, licensing, joint marketing/ logistics/production /supply 
agreements. For water-related innovations, most likely type of support would be R&D, 
pilot testing, supply agreement, depending on the maturity of the solution. Total will also 
open its networks to access in house technical/industrial/HSE/market expertise as well as 
partners, customers, talents, funding.....

3. Why did you invest in NanoH20? To what extent was this a strategic 
investment rather than financial?

NanoH2O presented a very interesting profile combining truly innovative and differentiated 
technology with good IP, clear value proposition to customer (up to 20% reduction on the 
energy bill), low disruption in the value chain (drop in solution which can directly substitute 
existing membranes, no need to fundamentally change the basis of design for new units, 
no need to change operating procedures...) and a strong team, both on the technical side 
(ability to keep leadership role in bringing new technology serving the needs of customers) 
and on the operations and commercial side (water and membrane industry experience). 
Another important criterion was the syndicate: TEV co-led series C with BASF Ventures and 
Beijing-based Keytone Ventures, early VC investors Khosla Ventures and Oak Ventures also 
participating.

As for any TEV’s portfolio company, its financial profile at the time of first investment was 
compatible with TEV’s risk appetite. Equally important in the investment decision was 
the opportunity to bring advanced solutions and enhanced performance for Total water 
treatment operations and future projects. The dual “water/energy efficiency” play was also 
an attractive feature, as energy efficiency is a top priority for Total.

3.

4.

5.
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1. How big a landmark in water-tech investing is your and your co-
investors’ exit from NanoH20? Do you expect to see more investors 
now interested in water-tech?

NanoH2O’s exit to a leading Asian industrial player looking for market validated technical 
innovation is a very positive signal for the water-tech and broader clean tech ecosystem, 
paving the way for other stories combining differentiated and market-focused technology, 
strong team with relevant background and investor syndicate bringing complementary skills 
and support. The future will tell if NanoH2O’s success will attract more investors to this 
space; watertech, like other clean-tech targeting industrial markets, will remain challenging 
for investors lacking the ability to understand the full value chain in which innovation will be 
deployed with corresponding risks and opportunities for key actors involved.

2. What water technologies hold most promise for solving water 
problems of the oil and gas industries? Or to put it differently, where 
are technology break-throughs most required?

Future solutions to water challenges will come from different “technical horizons” such as 
novel materials and coatings, advanced chemistry, biotechnologies and smart sensors. They 
will require a system-based approach to optimise the ever more severe set of technical and 
economic requirements, the environmental constraints as well as the challenges of smooth 
integration with core industrial operations of oil and gas production. Technical breakthrough 
in the fundamental disciplines contributing to the hardware (materials science, chemistry, 
biology ..) are welcome to open new avenues, alongside other “enabling” technologies 
such as sensors, IT and data analytics. The winners will be able to develop a system-based 
approach to design integrated solutions tailored for robust operations.

6.

7.
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Social Business Profile
Financing energy-water symbiosis for island peoples

Haisham Ali 
Aquiva Maldives

I live on the island paradise of the Maldives. The world’s 
most affluent travelers come to my home to enjoy beautiful 
beaches and clear sea waters. The water that travelers and 
locals drink and wash in has to be imported or desalinated 
locally. This is expensive and environmentally damaging 
because importing water requires carbon-intensive transport 
and typically leads to discarded plastic bottles being thrown 
in the sea. Local desalination is a little better. But still, the old 
technology used requires lots of energy and environmentally-

damaging chemicals. The majority of the local people cannot afford the water they need. 

But Aquiva is forcing change in the provision of water in the Maldives. We finance and 
implement sustainable desalination with the world’s best innovative technologies that 
require little or no energy and chemicals. 

We seek financial and technology partners to scale and expand our solution in the Maldives 
and take it to other island nations that have the same problems as us. 

Desalination will become a necessity in more areas of this world as natural aquifers are 
overused and population growth in coastal areas leads to seawater ingression.  New 
models and approaches like ours are required. Centralized, large scale, capital-intensive and 
energy-intensive solutions often fail to provide the desired results and are not suitable for 
conditions in the developing world.

Aquiva is deploying the best new technologies, which allow for small scale, energy efficient, 
local desalination. This is what the developing world needs.

Our first projects are based on the innovative membrane distillation technology of the 
Singaporean-German business, memsys. 

The main driving force of memsys’ membrane distillation is waste heat, which is abundantly 
available in island and coastal regions from the generators that create their off-grid 
electricity. The results of our project in the Maldivian Island of Gulhi have shown that the 
connection of the memsys desalination system with a generator actually improves the 
cooling of the generator and thereby increases its efficiency by so much that the overall 
effect is an energy surplus. We call this ‘energy-water symbiosis.’ 
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The financial impact is very significant – by increasing energy efficiency, the desalination 
system pays for itself. All of this can be done in the immediate vicinity of the diesel 
generator powerhouse, which is usually a secured but underutilized space.

The ability to desalinate locally - in the case of the Maldives on every inhabited Island with 
an average population of about 1000 – offers the opportunity to use reusable containers for 
the distribution of the drinking water. This reduces the costs and has a very positive effect 
on the environment since the non-recyclable bottles which were used before, very often 
ended up straight in the ocean or being burned in an open pit.

This opens up opportunities for innovative business models. The operator of the generator 
can utilize three under-utilised assets: waste heat, space at the powerhouse and people. 
In combination with short transport and savings through the use of reusable containers, 
the water can be offered at a very attractive price to local people while still making enough 
profit to be sustainable in the long-term. 

In the Maldives, we work in a JV with the state electricity company, STELCO, which provides 
the waste heat, space and staff. Aquiva does the project management and financing. 

The aim of Aquiva is to integrate the best new technologies with sustainable finance to 
create water businesses that serve the potable and hygienic water needs of local people 
that are currently paying far too much. 

Though a British charity, Aquiva is committed to building profitable and sustainable water 
business models across the world’s island and coastal nations.

Aquiva Foundation is registered as a charity in England and Wales (1141594), a company 
limited by guarantee in England and Wales (7588039).

Address: Farncombe House, Broadway, Worcestershire WR12 7LJ
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